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REMITTANCES
Remittances should be made by postofflco or ez

press money orders drafts or registered letters

CHANGING ADDRESSES
subscribers removing from one plow to another

r end desiring papers changed should always give for-
mer

¬
as well as present address-

CORRESPONDENCE

t

t SOLICITED
The Reverend Clergy are requested to send to THH

INTERMOUNTAIN CATHOLIC news contributionsn or Interest to their respective parishes
c

Entered in the Postofflce at Salt Lake an Sooond
Class Matter

CARD FROM BISHOP SOATLAN
I real It my duty to protect Catholics and the pub-

lic
¬

generally from fraud and imposition by notifying
them from time to time that no person bearing the
name and garb of a priest or sister or anyone lae 1is
authorized or permitted to colicit or collect in thl
diocese for any purpose whatever connected with ths
Catholic Church without having from mo permission
In writing bearing my seal and signature Should
anyone be found engaged in doing this unlawful
work or collecting without such a document he or
she aa the case may be should be regarded by all as-
a fraud and an Imposter L SCANLAN

Bishop of Salt Lake

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS-
The Intermountain Catholic goon Into nearly every

Catholic home in this diocese Its circulation in Moo
tana Idaho Colorado Wyoming Nevada and many
other states Is very large Only reliable firms and
business men advertise in the paper All subscriberswill find It to their advantage when about to investpurchase or consult on business matters to read over
the list of our advertisers We not only recommendbut ask for them the patronage of all our readers

COMING OF REDEMPTIONIST FATHERS-

The Encyclopoedic Dictionary defines a Mis-

sion

¬

to be The holding of special services in any
particular parish with the view of stirring up the
people to a more active spiritual life We can-

not
¬

accept the definition as altogether correct for-

a mission in the Catholic sense mean the presen-
tation

¬

in language vigorous and emphatic of the
revealed word of God the destiny of the human
soul and the end for which God created man
This exposition from the revelation from God to
man leads to confession and repentance of sin of
restitution of that unjustly acquired forgiveness
oJ those who have wronged or injured us a solemn
resolution to lead a clean life and with Gods holy
assistance obtained by prayer and the sacraments
attain to the eternal reward of the just man

Although the importance of these periodical
spiritual revivals as we may fairly term them has
long been recognized in Europe it is only in com-
paratively

¬

nt
lath years that their value leas been

> < 4appreciated in the United States At the present
time as everybody knows the holding of missions-
is one of the most important and highly valuedt

i agencies in use amongst us Indeed some of the
I Religious Orders and Congregations devote them

selvos almost exclusively to this workthe Domin
ioans Redemptorists and Passionists being thus
chiefly engaged

j It has been a special providence of God in the
i last sixty years to have raised up in our country

bands of missionaries to afford special facilities
for Oatholics to hear the gospel preached and to

1t
t approach the sacraments of salvation The work-

of modern missions was inaugurated by that great
saint and doctor of this age St Alphonsus who
founded the Society of the Most High Redeemer
of which the two eloquent and devout priests now
with us are members-

The exercises of the mission given by the Re
demptorists fathers were begun in the cathedral-
on the morning of Sunday October 16 and will
terminate tomorrow with Pontifical Mass and the
Papal Benediction

If our space permitted us we would like to write-
in detail of the impressive and eloquent sermons-
of these zealous and scholarly priests sermons
clear and convincing in argument forceful and
feeling in language and delivery earnest and fear-
less

¬

l in the presentation of Gods revelation to man
and above all marked by a practical adaptation-
to the hopes and expectations of every class of
listeners

The crowds which morning and evening as-

sembled
¬

in the cathedral that surrounded the con-
fessionals

¬

practically all day that many times
filled the communion rails at the daily masses
were consoling assurances of the unwearied and
successful labors of these Apostolic priests

This mission will mark an epoch in the history
of the parish and it will always be gratefully re-

memberedJ bymany for whom it was perhaps the-
ertrance to a better life

CAMNITZ AND HIS 1200

Some time ago we published the mandate of
die Northwestern railroad to its employes prohibit-
ing

¬

under penalty of dismissal the use of intox-
icating

¬

liquors by its men when on duty This de-

cree
¬

penalized the saloons and attached a suspicious
mark to the ofname any iNorthwstern man seen
to enter any place where liquor was retailed

And now we learn from the Pittsburg Gazette
that total abstinence will likely be enforced on
National and American League baseball players
during the playing season

Already the owners and manager of the Pitts
burg club have put themselves on record and in ¬

sist upon its players taking the pledge For the
season of 1911 every player with the Pittsburg-
club must sign the pledge of total abstinence bind¬

ing the signer fast until the last game of the sea ¬

son is lost or won So that it has come to this that
the drinker is to be eliminated not only from posi ¬

tions of trust in the business office the factory

the railroad but even from the professional base ¬

ball diamond He will be eliminated from the field
not because wine is a mocker or rum a demon but
because he cannot deliver the goods And Cam
nitz the Pittsburg twirler is more or less chiefly
more responsible for the elimination Last year
the Pittsburg team won the National League
championship and later won the worlds pennant
This year it finished in third place Had it not
been that a few of its players too often looked upon
the wine when it was red the teem might have won
out This is the opinion of the manager of the
club who claims he and his players would have
won the 1910 championship had Camnitz their
pitcher stayed by his promise Although to stiffen
this promise a bonus of 1200 was offered Cam ¬

nits if he ended the season without touching
liquor he fell by the wayside many times and not
only does he forfeit the 1200 but he loses his
position on the club

And touching and appertaining to the Cam ¬

nitz case here is something worth remembering-

Men who mako a living out of professional base
ball say that a player wni not be in perfect condi-

tion

¬

for two hours exertion in the field if he has
taken a couple of drinks the night before This
seems as a positive statement to go a leetle too

far at least until we are told the width breadth
height and profundity of the two drinks the ca-

pacity
¬

of the player and the condition of the
stomach

All of us who in our time did a little field
work know that the heavy drinker cannot be a
firstclass athlete but it is the moderate drinker
that now comes under the ban The command

touch not taste not handle not the vile thing has
been issued by the voice of competition and it is
this competition on the baseball field in the facto ¬

ries on the railroads that must finally solve the
liquor problem if it be open to solution

THE MISSION AND THE REDEMPTORISTS

In spite of Church Clergy Sisters and Cath
olic colleges a considerable proportion of the Cath ¬

olic population of our cities will remain untouched-

by the religious influences which surround them
Every parish priest knows that even amongst those
who in the main are really earnestthe mass of
churchgoers and communicantsslackness and
laxity will from time to time creep in and that in
order to keep them up to the mark so to speak
there needs to be occasionally a little new blood
infused into the system True this ought not to
be so Men and women ought to be content to go
on month after month and year after year grad-

ually
¬

growing in grace and evincing a steady de-

velopment

¬

of spiritual strength upon the same un
varied and unvarying spiritual food Yet there
are times when we all feel the need of something to
stir us up and to impart to us fresh religious en¬

ergy in a word that no parish however well fur-
nished

¬

with appliances for religious work or how ¬

ever perfectly administered can afford to dispense
entirely with external aid This external aid is
asked from those who are trained by education
prayer and meditation to an essentially spiritual-
life and freely granted from time to time during
what is known as the Mission week

Everybody knows that the Preaching Orders
founded in the thirteenth century by St Dominic-
and St Francis of Assisi were set on foot in the
first instance to fill a gap which the parish priests-
were powerless to do and to undertake a work
which they were unable to accomplish At that
date the Gnostic heresy was beginning to make
hostile inroads upon the territory of the church
and seriously to endanger the ancient landmarks-
of the Faith Some special agency was felt to be
necessary at such a crisis and notwithstanding-
the

I

Latern Council in 1215 had forbidden the
establishment of new Orders the Pope in each
case accorded his favor to Saints Dominic and
Francis Then came the days of Saints Vincent-
de Paul and Alplionsus Ligouri who to meet a

pressing demand from cities and rural parishes
founded the now famous Congregations of the
Vincentians and Eedemptorists whose work has
in more ways than one been permitted by God to
exert so striking an influence upon the religious
movements of our own day in these United States

This great workone of the most important-
and highly valued agencies in use amongst us
is accomplished by what are popularly known as
Missions About these Missions there is an emi-

nently
¬

practical tone and an evident and successful
attempt to supply by their means that occasional
stimulus which mans complex nature craves The
absolute need of occasional change for the health-
of the soul no less than for that of the body has
long been recognized in one form or another by
all students of the inner or spiritual life

The Church being intended to bear upon all
classes of persons at all times and under all cir-

cumstances
¬

must if she is to perform her office

aright necessarily possess such plasticity as will

enable her to meet the wants and harmpnize with
the characteristics of the day and not only to
possess such a quality but exercise it too The
duty of the Church is to deal with men not as they
ought to be but as they are to take notice of their
varying peculiarities and even of their foibles and
to do her best to turn these peculiarities and foi ¬

bles to account for the good of the souls of men
The Soul of the Church is Wisdom by which title
the Holy Ghost is addressed by Gods prophet and
when she approved and encouraged the religious
Orders established to give Missions to her chil¬

dren she also approved the means and methods
used by them for the uplifting and salvation of

manIf
we are to attract to Gods worship those

whom the Church has practically lost we must not
be afraid of doing and saying things which are
strange and out of the common way

Now the Mission which ends tomorrow was
given by priests who really know how to preach
that is who can do something more than ICdc-

I

¬

l

liver a sermon who live in Community and under
rule ready to go to any parish to which they are
invited and to hold a Mission

But why are there two priests Would not one
be enough Possibly but if a mission is to be con ¬

ducted with spirit and vigor there ought to be
at least two priests engaged in it and this for the
sake of the preachers and the people If it be
worth while to have a mission in a parish at all

it is worth while to have it thoroughly and in the
best possible way Such work is too arduous to be
undertaken by any one priest singly unless he be
of very exceptional mental and bodily power and
variety of style such as can only be secured by a

change of preaching is of the greatest importance-

if the interest and the attention of the people is
to be kept at high pressure

The Sermons on the occasion of a Mission in
no inconsiderable degree depend for their effect
both in character and style from those ordinarily
preached Then a consideration comes in which is
very imperfectly appreciated at the present day
and this is thcNinental discipline and spiritual train ¬

ing which is necessary for the mission fathers-
own inward self if his sermons are to be something-
out of the common in their effect upon the souls of
those who hear him In the case of any Priest
the effect of his work depends not so much upon
his cleverness or his learning as upon the mind
which he has made He has to work a certain effect
upon the minds of others and such an effect ought-
to be wrought in his own mind first and that to a
far higher degree If this be true with the ordi-

nary
¬

parish priest how much more is it true with
those who undertake such special and difficult work-

as the conduct of Missions-
We

1

have been present at many missions but in
all sincerity we state we have never assisted at
any mission where more eloquent and robust ser ¬

mons were delivered where the people were more
J

r

deeply moved or where more reverence and respect
were manifested for the preachers than at the mis ¬

sion given in the Cathedral of this city by the Re
demptorist Fathers Cantwell and Mahoney

II

THE PREHISTORIC RELIC FAD

There is not a city of any size in the Union
the seat of a university or the home of an archaeo-

logical

¬

museum that does not occasionally send

out a few professors or antiquarians to burrow into
old caves examine abandoned cliff dwellings or

dig oer ancient sites of Indian villages searching-

for that which cannot be found The deserted
caves of Colorado southern Utah and northern
Arizona even those not yet examined if there be
any can yield us nothing with which wo are not
already familiar Dessicated or mummified bodies-

of Indians copper spears and digging implements
pottery broken or whole platform and other shaped
pipes perforated stone ornaments celts gouges
rubbing and polishing and mealing stones bono
and burnt clay articles and innumerable trinkets-
are found in every university in America Among-

the collections and exhibits there is a uniform
sameness The ground has been gone over dug up
and exploited and its the old petrine cry we hear
Master we have labored all night and have caught
nothing

There is nothing to be found that has not al ¬

ready been found The university and the museum
people know this but if they admit it what is to
become of the annual jauntings and excursions to
Indian mounds cliffs and ancient sites now so pop ¬

ular and in many instances so profitable to the
hunters Of the prehistoric man of North Amer¬

ica we know all we are ever likely to know The

early French and Spanish missionaries have be-

queathed
¬

us invaluable records on the tribes of our
continent and modern research has added very
little to their legacies

MUSIC AND POLITICS-

We dont know just what is accomplished by

the fife and drum corps that parade the streets

each evening but certainly they make martial

music Undoubtedly they are intended to draw

attention to the merits of the political party they
represent but whether they do that as well as they
make music is a doubtful proposition The enthu ¬

siasm of the auditors certainty is not comparable-

with the enthusiasm of the players The fifers blow

furiously and they have good cause too if they
have a desire to make their shrill whistle heard
above the beating of the drummers The snare
drummers rapataptap and the bass drummers
beat the very stuffin out of their instruments It
is great music all right and the people on the east
bench enjoy the martial strains as they are wafted-

up to them on the evening breezes It is very likely

that if one Richard Wagner were living today he
could get a few tips on how to make a noise if he

would only come to Salt Lake and hear the fifers
blow and the drummers beat their drums

TRAINING OF THE REDEMPTORIST

We deservedly devote much of our space this
week to the Mission and to the Missionary
Fathers who have been the guests for the last two
weeks of Bishop Scanlan and his people These
two priests Fathers Cantwell and Mahoney are an
honor to their Order or indeed to any Order
In the present ultrapractical age we are apt to fall
into a grave error by thinking almost exclusively-
of the work and scarcely at all of the workers or
of the implements which they use We cannot
lop still less can we cut down a tree with every
kind of a hatchet If on the one hand the wooa
be unusually tough or if on the other great care
and accuracy be required we must necessarily em ¬

ploy a tool very sharp and tempered by a master
hand And thus it is with souls Whetherast-
rees become tough by growing in exposed places
souls have been hardened by the rude storms of
life because undefended by the sheltering influ ¬

ences of religion or whether they need the care ¬

ful shaping and trimming which the skilled ver
derer alone can give it is the same

For exceptional spiritual efforts the agency to
be employed must be exceptional and what is
more exceptionally spiritual As there is con ¬

fessedly a latent spiritual influence exercised by
one person upon another and which cannot be
fully explained so there is an equally wonderful-
and even more inexplicable influence exerted by
soul upon soul The strong acts upon the weaker
and the more perfectly developed the spiritual
lCethosJ of the man the greater will be his power
for good

The experience of the Church has ever uniform-
ly

¬

l pointed to the Religious Life as that by which
this singular spirituality of soul and mind is to be
acquired life which when employed in actual
ministrations is spent so far as possible in com ¬

munion with God in meditation in spiritual read ¬

ing and prayer

The world excluded every passion hushed
And opened a calm intercourse with heaven
Here the soul sits in council ponders past
Predestines future action sees not feels
Tumultuous life and reasons with the storm
All her lies answers and thinks down her charm-

sIt is foreign to the trend of this article to treat
of this question beyond stating it as a fact that
priests of a Religious Community are best fitted
for such work as that of preaching Missions It is
in no spirit of derogation to ordinary parish priests
living in the world that those who in a measure
live out of the world are said to be the best fitted
for overcoming the torpidity of spiritual life and
are also best fitted for one phase of clerical duty-

It may therefore be accepted as an axiom that
priests must necessarily be trained for mission
work by mental and spiritual discipline and that
the adoption of the Religious Life in Community
is the course of training which will be the more ef¬

ficacious The mixture of the contemplative with-

an active life as in the case of the Red < mptorist
Fathers appears to be that which in the present-
age is the most healthy phase of the Religious
Life as affording a safeguard against a tendency-
to secularity on the one hand and to morbidity on
the other

Cardinal Manning in his Plea for the Educa ¬

tion of the Clergy published in 1SG8 very forci ¬

bly dwells upon the requirements of the Religious
Priests trained to give Missions

HIt is not enough he writes that the priest
who is Missioner should be blameless in his life
and diligent in his ministrations remaining in all
other respectsI mean as to habits of mind and of
conversation undistinguishable from other men
There must be a touch a character differencing
him inwardly from other men and sure more or
less to give outward evidence of itself Whence
that note or touch of difference should come it is
not difficult to judge it must come in some way
of his peculiar vocation the live coal that touches
and marks him must be taken from the Altar

J
And in a similar spirit Canon Oakley speaks of

the priestly mind of the Religious as the great in¬

strument which under God the missionary priest-
ii = to work with after all

For Mission work a mere preaching machine
impelled by a motive power external to itself will
not do The priests who give Missions must of
necessity be men the reverse of commonplace They
must be marked by a permissible independence of
thought and feeling by a fearless determination
to preach unpalatable truths by an honesty and
sincerity which disarm suspicion for on the prop ¬

erly directed exercise of these naturally and di-

vinely

¬

imparted qualities their value as Mission
Preachers in no small degree depends-

We congratulate our Right Reverend Bishop-

on the undoubted success of the Mission and we
particularly congratulate him and the Catholics-
of Salt Lake City on the compliment paid the
Diocese by the Congregation of the Most High
Redeemer when it commissioned two of its most
eloquent and scholarly priests to conduct the ex ¬

I ercises of the Mission

TO THINK OR TO REMEMBER-

A man who is blessed or afflicted with a good

memory usually is very proud of his ability to draw
from that well large and wellphrased portions ot
classic literature much to the amazement of men
whose training has made his performance seem
extraordinary With the blessing or is it an af-

fliction
¬

of a retentive memory a man may pass
through the world as well educated widely read a
great thinker and a wonderful student whereas he
may be and we believe usually is nothing more
than a mere parrot voicing the thoughts and words
of others incapable of original work or of evolv ¬

ing one fine idea from his inner consciousness
There are many instances supported by indisput-
able

¬

evidence of men whose faculty for memorizing-
the language of others is little short of marvelous
Many actors and actresses can repeat every word in-

a half a dozen Shakespearean dramas and stu ¬

dents of the Bible have been known to recite many
books from memory Musicians too have been
known to memorize and perform difficult selections
from once hearing them It is a faculty capable-
of much development but we believe abnormal de-

velopment
¬

is made at the sacrifice of the ability to
think Exceptions no doubt can be found but
these exceptions would only tend to prove the rule
Of all the records of wonderful memories with
which we are familiar none was possessed by cel ¬

ebrated thinkers while on the other hand there
are many records of celebrated thinkers having
poor memories-

The tendency of modern education we believe-
is not to cram the minds of students with a lot of
facts or to tax the memory with mere details that
are relatively unimportant The study of history is
not intended to fix in the mind a lot of facts and
dates of historical events but to awaken in the
minds of the students a consciousness that the

I

people of today should profit by the experiences of
the people in the past The mere fact that Colum ¬

bus discovered America on October 12 1492 is OF

very little importance compared with the results
of that discovery The mere fact that the Declara
tion of Independence was signed on July 4 177t
is of relatively no importance with the consequences
of that act If one should forget these nportaiu
dates in history three minutes by the clock would1

suffice to refresh his memory if he knew where t
look for the information A very wise student once
remarked that the next best thing to knowing is to
know where to acquire the desired information-

The limitations of the human mind seem to deny-

one the privilege of developing the memory fac ¬

ulties and at the same time developing the ability
to think originally Just how much the latter dt
pends upon the former it is impossible to say but
modern educators to a great extent have put asidei
the oldfashioned method of insisting that their
students remember and arc more and more coming
to insist that they think

The developments in mechanics in the last forty
years has made it impossible for any one to keep
track of mans accomplishments There are good
mechanics who could not operate an automobile or
flying machine yet with their knowledge of the
principles of mechanics could learn about thorn in-

n short time The ability to think to apply tIll
knowledge already possessed is the prime factor ft
success And that is as true in the world as it ia
in the limited case of the mechanic-

To remember many details is an accomplish-
ment

¬

of doubtful usefulness To think is to apply
fixed principles to new conditions To quote co-

piously
¬

from the classics does not indicate a deep
understanding of literature or of life If an ac-

quired
¬

memory of the literature of the world does
not lead the possessor to a life of high endeavor a
life of sobriety and steadfast purpose a life fit for
emulation then has the acquirement of that
knowledge been wasted effort The prime object
of education that of making men better more ca-

pable
¬

more just in their dealings with their fel-

lows

¬

has been lost and the knowledge so vainly
flaunted yet giving its possessor no impulse to
high endeavor becomes as useless to the possessor-
as is knowledge to an educated pig

0S
TO RAISE THE MAINE

Xearly thirteen years ago the battleship Maine-

was sunk in the harbor at Havana and there it has
remained all these years a grewsome relic of the
tragedy which did much to precipitate the war
with Spain Now it is about to be removed from
its resting place and the mystery of the destruc-
tion

¬

of the great battleship will be forever cleared
away Not only this but the presence of the bat ¬

tleship in the harbor is a menace to navigation-
and the desire to give the men who went down with
the ship decent interment will have been satisfied
The removal of the hulk it is believed will defi-
nitely Bottle the question as to whether the boat
was destroyed from auf internal or an external
explosion

President Taft has approved the plans of the
engineer corps for removing the wreck In his
letter of approval he emphasizes the fact that tho
plans of the corps will give every opportunity to
determine the nature of the explosion which sent
the battleship to the bottom of the harbor the im ¬

portance of determining this being paramount to
all other considerations The examination of tho
wreck immediately following the explosion indi ¬

cated that certain plates of the hull of the vessel
were blown in and from this investigation the of-

ficial report was made that the vessel was blown
up from an external explosion The government of
Spain took exception to the findings of the board
of inquiry insisting that the boat was blown up
from within The SpanishAmerican war fol ¬

lowed and the Maine incident is now but an his ¬

torical event
The world at large knows nothing of the real

cause of the explosion The positron of the Maine
was assigned to it from shore The harbor was
mined These are facts which nobody denies Yet
it is inconceivable that the Spanish government
officially had anything to do with the explosion It
would have been not an impossible task to accom ¬

plish the destruction of the vessel by the explosion-

of a planted mine the sending of a torpedo against-
her or by placing the explosive under her under
cover of night Yet if it is proved by the engineer-
corps that the destruction came from without and
was not the result of an internal explosion we can
not see that the Spanish government can be con ¬

nected with the conspiracy We do not believe that
any civilized government would become a party to
such an atrocious act And this view is strength ¬

ened by the utter hopelessness with which Spa
entered into the war which followed the disaster
By no possible reasoning could she expect to win
in a conflict of arms

The world will welcome the removal of the
wreck and the demands of history for definite
knowledge as to whence the explosion originated-
will be satisfied But if it is determined that the
official inquiry immediately following the disaster
found correctly and the external explosion theory
is sustained the motive of the wanton act mud
still remain in the realms of darkness

No certainly it cannot be that those landslides
down at Panama are in any way prophetic of the IAmerican political situation

J

It would de desirable to have the political situ ¬

ation so arranged that the people could give it to Iwhom they pleased
o

It is not surprising that n fellow who is made
to eat his own words hasnt a very good appetite-

for Ia day or two
o

Still a boy of ten who didnt think he knew
more than his father would have a very poor opin-

ion
¬

of his own abilities


